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This paper presents a survey of the known results for bounded quadratic systems
as well as a study of the local bifurcations that occur at critical points of such
systems. It is shown that the only finite-codimension bifurcations that occur at a
critical point of a bounded quadratic system are the saddle-node and the Hopf
Takens bifurcations of codimensions 1 and 2 and the BogdanovTakens bifurcations
of codimensions 2 and 3; furthermore, it is shown that whenever a bounded quadratic
system has one of these critical points, then a full generic unfolding of the critical
point exists in the class of bounded quadratic systems. Finally, we give a complete
list of those limit periodic sets whose finite cyclicity still needs to be established in
order to obtain the existence of a finite upper bound for the number of limit cycles
that can occur in a bounded quadratic system.  2000 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of bounded quadratic systems, i.e., quadratic systems
x* = :
2
i+ j=0
aij xiy j y* = :
2
i+ j=0
bijx iy j (1.1)
that have all of their trajectories bounded for t0, originated in the work
of Dickson and Perko [DP]. In that study the authors were looking for
a subclass of the class of quadratic systems that was more amenable to
solution and still exhibited most of the dynamical behavior found in the
class of quadratic systems. The paper [DP] established necessary and
sufficient conditions for a quadratic system to be bounded and determined
all possible phase portraits for bounded quadratic systems with a partial
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classification of the phase portraits by means of algebraic inequalities on
the coefficients. One encounters a rich structure both in the types of dynamical
behavior and in the bifurcations that occur in the class of bounded quadratic
systems. The phase portrait of a bounded quadratic system can exhibit multiple
limit cycles, homoclinic loops, saddle connections on the Poincare sphere,
and two limit cycles in either the (1, 1) or (2, 0) configurations. The evolution
of their phase portraits includes saddle-node bifurcations (of codimensions 1
and 2), HopfTakens bifurcations (of codimensions 1 and 2), Bogdanov
Takens bifurcations (of codimensions 2 and 3), homoclinic-loop bifurca-
tions (of codimensions 1 and 2), multiplicity-two limit-cycle bifurcations
(of codimension 1), and saddlesaddle bifurcations (of codimension 1). It is
conjectured that these are the only finite-codimension bifurcations that
occur in the class of bounded quadratic systems. This conjecture is estab-
lished in Section 3 of this paper for the saddle-node. HopfTakens, and
BogdanovTakens bifurcations and it is also established that whenever the
organizing critical point of one of these bifurcations occurs in a bounded
quadratic system, then a full unfolding of the critical point (sometimes
called a generic or universal unfolding of the vector field in a neighborhood
of the critical point) exists in the class of bounded quadratic systems. We
see that the class of bounded quadratic systems gives us an interesting class
of nonlinear systems to study and one that is invariant under the finite-
codimension, local bifurcations that occur at critical points of such systems
in the sense that any such critical point can be completely unfolded within
the class of bounded quadratic systems.
Probably the most difficult problem for bounded quadratic systems is
Hilbert’s 16th Problem: Determine the maximum number and relative posi-
tions of the limit cycles of bounded quadratic systems. It is well known that
any given quadratic system has a finite number of limit cycles, cf. [CS, Ba,
and C2], and even that any given polynomial system has a finite number
of limit cycles, cf. [E, I]. But the maximum number of limit cycles for the
class of quadratic systems, H(2), or even the maximum number of limit
cycles for the class of bounded quadratic systems, H(2b), is not know at
this time. So far we know that H(2)4 and that H(2b)2, cf. [Sh and
LLZ] respectively, but we do not know if H(2)< or if H(2b)<. A
possible method for proving that H(2) is finite was given in [DDR1]. The
method applies specifically to quadratic systems and utilizes the property
that cycles of quadratic systems surround a unique critical point which is
either a focus or a center; it is based on compactifying both the phase space
and the space of coefficients of quadratic vector fields (1.1), cf. [DRR1].
This method allows us to obtain a finite upper bound for H(2) by estab-
lishing the finite cyclicity of certain limit periodic sets surrounding the
origin of a quadratic system. It was shown in [DRR1] that it is necessary
and sufficient to establish the finite cyclicity of 121 graphics which are limit
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periodic sets of quadratic vector fields in order to establish a finite upper
bound for H(2). Several of these limit periodic sets have already been
treated (see, for example, [DER, Sm, and Z]); however, a large number of
limit periodic sets still remain to be considered. A more tractable problem
results if we wish to establish the existence of a finite upper bound for the
number of limit cycles of any bounded quadratic system, H(2b). In Section
4 of this paper we see that there are only 21 limit periodic sets whose finite
cyclicity remains to be established in order to obtain a finite upper bound
for H(2b).
Once it is established that the Hilbert number H(2b) is finite, it remains
to establish its exact value. It is conjectured that H(2b)=2 and this conjecture
is consistent with all of the known results for bounded quadratic systems
summarized in Section 2 of this paper.
The remaining definitive problem for bounded quadratic systems is to
determine the phase portrait of any given bounded quadratic system. One
way to solve this problem is to solve Coppel’s problem for bounded quad-
ratic systems: Determine all possible phase portraits for bounded quadratic
systems and classify them by means of conditions on the coefficients of the
polynomials in (1.1); cf. [C1]. As shown in [DF], these conditions cannot
merely consist of algebraic inequalities. In Section 2 of this paper we give
a solution to Coppel’s Problem for bounded quadratic systems with either
a continuum of critical points or one or two isolated critical points and a
partial solution to Coppel’s Problem for bounded quadratic systems with
three isolated critical points based on the assumption that H(2b)=2. We
note that the phase portrait of any bounded quadratic system is determined
up to topological equivalence by its separatrix configuration as described in
Section 3.11 of [P2] and this fact will be used throughout this paper in
describing phase portraits of bounded quadratic systems. This implies, for
example, that we do not make a distinction between a focus and a node in
the figures in this paper.
2. A SURVEY OF BOUNDED QUADRATIC SYSTEMS
The study of polynomial systems has a long history in mathematics
inspired by many interesting problems from the physical and natural sciences
such as the van der Pol equation, the Blasius equation, and the Volterra
Lotka system of differential equations; cf. [CT]. The study of polynomial
systems from a purely mathematical pont of view began in the works of
Poincare [P], Bendixson [Be], and Dulac [D]. One of the most celebrated
mathematical problems for polynomial systems was included in Problem 16 in
Hilbert’s famous list of problems posed at the turn of the century [H]. In
order to solve some of the more difficult problems encountered in a study
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of polynomial systems, one naturally turns to a study of a subclass of the
class of polynomial systems such as the class of quadratic systems or, in
this paper, the class of bounded quadratic systems. In this section we
summarize the known results for the class of bounded quadratic systems in
the context of the known result for quadratic systems.
While a quadratic system (1.1) has at most four isolated critical points in
the plane and can, in fact, have as many as four finite critical points, [C1],
a bounded quadratic system has at most three isolated critical points in the
plane, and a bounded quadratic system with three finite critical points has
one hyperbolic saddle and two other critical points which are either nodes
or foci [DP].
In this paper we shall use the following abbreviations.
Definition 2.1. A bounded quadratic system, i.e., a BQS, is a quad-
ratic system (1.1) that has all of its trajectories bounded for t0. A BQS
with 1, 2, or 3 critical points is denoted by BQS1, BQS2, or BQS3 respec-
tively, and a BQS with a continuum of critical points is denoted by BQS0.
Remark 2.2. a BQS0 has either a line or a parabola of critical points;
cf. [DP].
One important classical result concerning critical points and points of
contact of a quadratic system is the following theorem due to Tung Chin
Chu [T].
Theorem 2.3. Three isolated critical points of a quadratic system (1.1)
are never colinear. If a straight line L is not an invariant set of (1.1), then
there are at most two critical points or points of contact on L and the orien-
tation of the vector field (1.1) on the infinite segments cut off by the critical
points or points of contact on L is opposite to the orientation of (1.1) on the
finite segment of L. Furthermore, a straight line joining any two critical
points of (1.1) is an isocline.
This theorem has some important corollaries concerning the shape and
relative positions of the limit cycles of a quadratic system; cf. [C1, CT,
and T].
Corollary 2.4. A cycle of a quadratic system (1.1) encloses a strictly
convex region and it surrounds a unique critical point which is either a center
or a focus of (1.1). A limit cycle of a quadratic system surrounds a unique
focus.
Corollary 2.5. A quadratic system can have distinct limit cycles around at
most two critical points and it is known that there are quadratic systems with
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limit cycles in the (1, 0), (2, 0), (3, 0), (1, 1), (2, 1), and (3, 1) configurations
and BQS with limit cycles in the (1, 0), (2, 0), and (1, 1) configurations.
Remark 2.6. In answer to Problem 2.11 in [CT], specific examples of
quadratic systems (and BQS) with the above-mentioned limit cycle configura-
tions are given in [P1] (and in [LLZ] and [P2]); cf. Theorems 2.14, 2.17,
and 2.20 below concerning the known limit cycle configurations for BQS.
The next theorem summarizes several results concerning centers and foci
of quadratic systems and BQS; cf. [C1, LLZ, T, V, and Y]. Necessary and
sufficient conditions for a quadratic system to have a center are given in
[C1] and all phase portraits for a quadratic system with a center are given
in [V]; in particular, it follows from the results in [V] that there are quad-
ratic systems with two centers. For more information on the center problem,
see [S1S3, SGR]. It follows from the results in [DP] that any BQS with
a center is affinely equivalent to
x* =& y+ y2
(2.0)
y* =&xy,
and that its phase portrait is given in Fig. 1(h) below.
Theorem 2.7. The total number of centers and foci for a quadratic system
is two. A center and a focus can coexist in a quadratic system, but only in a quad-
ratic system with exactly two critical points. A center and a limit cycle cannot
coexist in a quadratic system. If a quadratic system has two weak foci, they are
both of order one. A BQS with two weak foci has no limit cycle and its phase
portrait is determined by Fig. 4(h) below. A center and a focus cannot coexist
in a BQS.
One of the most celebrated results for quadratic systems is Bautin’s
theorem [Bu] concerning the number of local limit cycles in the unfolding
of a nondegenerate critical point of a quadratic system. This result and the
corresponding results for BQS, proved in [CGL] and [LLZ], are presented
in the next theorem.
Theorem 2.8. A quadratic system has at most three local limit cycles
and there exists a quadratic system with a weak focus of order three. A BQS
has at most two local limit cycles and there exists a BQS with a weak focus
of order two. A BQS with a weak focus of order two has no limit cycles and
its phase portrait is determined by Fig. 4(h) below, the lower critical point
being a hyperbolic node or focus.
The next important result, established in [CGL], answers Hilbert’s 16th
Problem for BQS1 and BQS2. This result, together with some of the results
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in [P4] for establishing the existence of homoclinic-loop bifurcation
surfaces, allows us to solve Coppel’s Problem for these systems; cf. Theorems
2.14 and 2.17 below which are closely related to Theorem C in [CGL].
Theorem 2.9. Any BQS with one or two critical points has at most one
limit cycle, and if it exists it is hyperbolic.
The next theorem gives us a bifurcation result for BQS with a center. It
is established in [LLZ].
Theorem 2.10. At most two limit cycles bifurcate from the period annulus
surrounding the center of the BQS (2.0) under perturbations in the class of BQS.
We make one last remark answering Problem 4.12 in [CT] before present-
ing some specific results concerning Coppel’s Problem for BQS.
Remark 2.11. There exists BQS with a separatrix cycle and a limit
cycle, the limit cycle being on either the interior or the exterior of the
separatrix cycle and the phase portrait being determined by either Fig. 4(j)
or Fig. 4(m) below, respectively; cf. [P2] or [P3].
The next theorem, established in [DP], gives necessary and sufficient
conditions for a quadratic system to be bounded.
Theorem 2.12. A quadratic system is bounded iff it is affinely equivalent
to
x* =a11 x
(2.1)
y* =a21 x+a22 y+xy
with a11<0 and a220; or
x* =a11 x+a12 y+ y2 (2.2)
y* =a22 y
with a110, a220, and a11+a22<0; or
x* =a11 x+a12 y+ y2 (2.3)
y* =a21 x+a22 y&xy+cy2
with |c|<2 and either (i) a11<0, (ii) a11=0 and a21=0, or (iii) a11=0,
a21 {0, a12+a21=0, and ca21+a220.
The next theorem, established in [DP], [P2], and [P3], solves Coppel’s
Problem for BQS with a continuum of critical points. We note that it follows
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from the results in [DP] that any BQS with a continuum of critical points
is integrable and that any BQS with a center is affinely equivalent to (2.3)
with a11=a12+a21=a22=c=0 and a21 {0 which, in turn, is affinely
equivalent to (2.0), which has the phase portrait given in Fig. 1(h) below.
Theorem 2.13. The phase portrait of any BQS0 is determined by one of
the phase portraits in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the phase portrait of a quadratic
system is given by Fig. 1
FIG. 1. All possible phase portraits for a BQS0.
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(a) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.1) with a11<0
and a22=0;
(b) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.2) with a11=0
and a22<0;
(c) iff the quadratic system if affinely equivalent to (2.2) with a11<0
and a22=0;
(d) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.3) with a11=
a21=0 and &2<c<0;
(e) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.3) with a11=
a21=c=0;
(f) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.3) with a11=
a21=0 and 0<c<2;
(g) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.3) with a11=
a12+a21=ca21+a22=0, a21 {0, and &2<c<0;
(h) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.3) with a11=
a12+a21=a22=c=0 and a21 {0;
(i) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.3) with a11=
a12+a21=ca21+a22=0, a21 {0, and 0<c<2.
The next theorem, established in [DP, P2, and P3], solves Coppel’s
Problem for BQS1. Note that it was pointed out in [CGL] that the phase
portrait shown in Fig. 2(b) was missing in [DP].
Theorem 2.14. The phase portrait of any BQS1 is determined by one of
the phase portraits in Fig. 2. Furthermore, the phase portrait of a quadratic
system is given by Fig. 2
(a) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.1) with a11<0
and a22<0;
(b) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.2) with a11<
2a22<0;
(c) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.2) with 2a22
a11<0 or (2.3) with |c|<2 and
(i) a11=a12+a21=0, a21 {0 and a22<min(0, &ca21) or a22=
0<&ca21 ;
(ii) a11<0, (a12&a21+ca11)2<4(a11a22&a21 a12), and a11+
a220; or
(iii) a11<0 and (a12&a21+ca11)=(a11a22&a21a12)=0;
(d) iff the quadratic system is affinely equivalent to (2.3) with |c|<2
and either
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FIG. 2. All possible phase portraits for BQS1.
(i) a11=a12+a21=0 and 0<a22<&ca21 , or
(ii) a11<0, a11+a22>0 and (a12&a21+ca11)2<4(a11a22&a12a21).
Remark 2.15. The classification of the phase portraits in Theorems 2.13
and 2.14 is determined by algebraic inequalities on the coefficients; however,
as we shall see in the theorems below, and as was remarked in [DF], it
is not possible to classify the phase portraits of quadratic systems or even
BQS by algebraic inequalities on the coefficients, but it is necessary to
allow analytic inequalities defining subsets whose closure is not analytic.
The next theorems are established in [DP], [P2], [P3], and [P4]; in
particular, the existence and analyticity of the functions describing the homo-
clinic-loop and multiple-limit-cycle bifurcation surfaces in those theorems
follow from the results in [P4]. The next lemma shows that any BQS2 is
affinely equivalent to a one-parameter family of rotated vector fields; cf.
[P2] or [P3]. A one-parameter family of vector fields in which the field
vectors rotate in the positive sense as the parameter increases, except at
critical points and points on a curve G(x, y)=0, is referred to as a one-
parameter family of rotated vector fields mod G(x, y)=0; cf. [P2]. The
theory of rotated vector fields, described for example in [P2], can then be
used to establish the existence of the homoclinic-lop bifurcation surface
HL+ in Theorem 2.17 below. The shape of this homoclinic-loop bifurcation
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surface, determined numerically by integrating trajectories of (2.4), is shown in
Fig. 4 in Section 4.13 of [P2].
Lemma 2.16. Any BQS2 is affinely equivalent to the one-parameter family
of rotated vector fields
x* = &x+;y+ y2
(2.4)
y* =:x&:;y&xy+c(&x+;y+ y2),
mod x=;y+ y2 with parameter c # (&2, 2) and :{;. Furthermore, the
system (2.4) is invariant under the transformation (x, y, t, :, ;, c)  (x, &y,
t, &:, &;, &c), and it therefore suffices to consider :>;. The critical
points of (2.4) are at 0=(0, 0) and P+=(x+, y+) with x+=:(:&;) and
y+=:&;; P+ is a node or focus and 0 is a saddle-node or cusp (it is a cusp
iff c=:+1;).
Theorem 2.17. The phase portrait of any BQS2 is determined by one of
the phase portraits in Fig. 3. Furthermore, there exists a homoclinic-loop
bifurcation function h(:, ;) that is defined and analytic for all :{;2 and the
bifurcation surfaces
H+: c=
1+:2
2:&;
, HL+: c=h(:, ;),
BT0: c=:+
1
;
, and SS: c=:
partition the region R=[(:, ;, c) # R3 | :>;, |c|<2] of parameters for the
system (2.4) into components, the specific phase portrait that occurs for the
system (2.4) with (:, ;, c) in any one of these components being determined
by Fig. 3
(a) iff c=: and c(1+:2)(2:&;);
(b) iff c=: and c>(1+:2)(2:&;);
(c$) iff ;<0, :+1;<c<:, and c(1+:2)(2:&;) or ;0, c<:,
and c(1+:2)(2:&;);
(c1) iff :<c(1+:2)(2:&;);
(d) iff c>: and (1+:2)(2:&;)<c<h(:, ;);
(e) iff c=h(:, ;);
(f $) iff ;<0, (1+:2)(2:&;)<c<:+1;;
(g$) iff ;<0, :+1;<c<: and c>(1+:2)(2:&;) or ;0, c<:,
and c>(1+:2)(2:&;);
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FIG. 3. All possible phase portraits for BQS2.
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(h$1) iff ;<0, c(1+:2)(2:&;), and c<:+1;;
(h) iff c>h(:, ;);
(i$) iff ;<0, c=:+1;, and c(1+:2)(2:&;);
(j$) iff ;<0, c=:+1;, and c>(1+:2)(2:&;).
Remark 2.18. The bifurcation surfaces that partition the region R defined
above are shown graphically in the charts given in Fig. 6 in Section 4.13 in
[P2]; this makes it very easy to visualize how the inequalities given above
partition the region R into components. Also, the configurations (a$) } } } (j$)
are obtained by rotating the configurations (a) } } } (j) through ? radians
about the x-axis and we note that if the system (2.4) has one of the con-
figurations (a) } } } (j), then the system (2.4) with :, ;, and c replaced by &:,
&;, and &c has the corresponding configurations (a$) } } } (j$) respectively.
The next lemma shows that any BQS3 is affinely equivalent to a one-
parameter family of rotated vector fields; cf. [P2] or [P3]. As in [P2],
[P3], and [P4], this allows us to establish the existence of the homoclinic-
loop bifurcation surfaces, HL+ and HL0, and the multiplicity-two limit-cycle
bifurcation surfaces, C+2 and C
0
2 , in Theorem 2.20 below.
Lemma 2.19. Any BQS3 is affinely equivalent to the one-parameter family
of rotated vector fields
x* =&x+;y+ y2 (2.5)
y* =:x&(:;+#2) y&xy+c(&x+;y+ y2),
mod x=;y+ y2 with parameter c # (&2, 2) and |:&;|>2 |#|>0. Further-
more, the system is invariant under the transformation (x, y, t, :, ;, #, c) 
(x, &y, t, &:, &;, &#, &c), and it therefore suffices to consider :&;>
2#>0. The critical points of (2.5) are at 0=(0, 0), P+=(x+, y+), and
P&=(x&, y&) with x\=(;+#\) y\ and 2y\=:&;\[(:&;)2&4#2]12.
The origin and P+ are nodes or foci and P& is a saddle. The y-components
of 0, P&, and P+ satisfy 0< y&< y+.
Theorem 2.20. Any BQS3 having at most two limit cycles has a phase
portrait determined by one of the phase portraits in Fig. 4. Furthermore, there
exist homoclinic-loop and multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation functions
h(:, ;, #), h0(:, ;, #), f (:, ;, #), and f0(:, ;, #), analytic on their domains of
definition, such that the bifurcation surfaces
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FIG. 4. All possible phase portraits for BQS3 with no more than two limit cycles (where
s, u, and ss denote stable, unstable, and semistable limit cycles, respectively).
H+: c=
1+:(:+;+S)2
:+S
, H+2 : c=
&b+- b2&4ad
2a
,
H0: c=:+
1+#2
;
,
H02 : c=
:;&2:2&1+- (:;&2:2&1)2&4(:&;)(;&2:)
2(;&2:)
,
HL+: c=h(:, ;, #),
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HL+2 : c=
1+:(:+;&S)2
:&S
, HL0: c=h0(:, ;, #),
C02 : c=f0(:, ;, #) C
+
2 : c= f (:, ;, #), and
SS: c=(:+;+S)2 or :=c+#2(c&;),
with S=- (:&;)2&4#2, a=2(2S&;), b=(:+;&S)(;&2S)+2, and
d=;&:&3S, partition the region R=[(:, ;, #, c) # R4 | :>;+2#, #>0,
|c|<2] of parameters for the system (2.5) into components, the specific
phase portrait that occurs for the system (2.5) with (:; ;, #, c) in any once of
these components being determined by the atlas and charts in Figs. A and C
in [P3].
Conjecture 2.21. Any BQS3 has at most two limit cycles.
Remark 2.22. The atlas and charts shown in Figs. 15 and 16 in Section
4.13 of [P2] clearly show how the bifurcation surfaces listed above parti-
tion the region R of parameters for the system (2.5) into components for
;0; however, for ;<0, the atlas and charts A and C in [P3] are much
more complicated and further work, including a study of the Bogdanov
Takens bifurcation of codimension 3, described in the next section of this
paper, is necessary in order to make the partition of the region R into com-
ponents by the above bifurcation surfaces clear. As shown in [P2] and
[P3], BogdanovTakens bifurcations occur both at the origin and at the
critical point P+ of (2.5). These bifurcation surfaces are given by BT0: #=0
and (c&:) ;=1 with :{; and BT+: :=;+2# and (c&:+#)(;+2#)=
1 with #{0, cf. [P2, P3] and Section 3 of this paper. Note that P&  0 as
#  0 and the system (2.5) reduces to (2.4); also, note that P&  P+ as
:  ;+2# and the system (2.5) reduces to a system affinely equivalent
to (2.4).
As our last result in this section we point out that the asymptotic
formulas given in Theorem C of [LLZ], describing the bifurcation surfaces
of a BQS near a center, agree with the asymptotic formulas obtained from
Theorem 2.20 with ;<<&1, describing the bifurcation surfaces H+, H+2 ,
HL+, and HL+2 which are denoted by H, A1 , hl, and A2 in [LLZ]. This
serves as a nice check on our results and, in addition, the results in [LLZ]
give us an asymptotic formula for the bifurcation surface C+2 which does
not follow from Theorem 2.20 since only the existence and analyticity of
the bifurcation function f (:, ;, #) are given by that theorem. The asymptotic
formula for the bifurcation surface C+2 , which is denoted by dl in [LLZ],
follows from the Melnikov theory in [LLZ]. The one-to-one correspondence
between the parameters (:, ;, #, c) in Theorem 2.20 and the parameters
($, &2 , &3 , b) in Theorem C in [LLZ] is given in Eq. (7) in Section 4.13 in
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[P2]. The last result in the next theorem follows from the results in [P5]
and [CDF].
Theorem 2.23. For ;=&1$<<&1 and #2=|;| 1 2 in (2.5), it follows
that
H+: c=(1&1 2:+:2) $+0($2),
H+2 : c=
2
3 $+O($
2),
2:=1 2\- 1 4&43+O($) for 1 4- 43,
HL+2 : c=2$+0($
2), :=3$+0($2),
and
C+2 : c=&2$[2:
2&21 2:&1+- (2:2&21 2:&1)2&1]+0($2)
as $  0. Furthermore, for each fixed ;<<&1 and #2=|;| 1 2 with 1 4- 43,
the multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation curve C+2 is tangent to the H
+ curve
at the point(s) H+2 , and it has a flat contact with the HL
+ curve at the
point HL+2 .
Remark 2.24. An asymptotic formula for the bifurcation surface HL+
does not follow from the results in [LLZ]; however, an asymptotic formula
for the linear approximation to HL+ at the point HL+2 does follow from their
results on p. 221 and that result agrees with the following result obtained from
Theorem 2.23: The linear approximation to HL+ at the point HL+2 is given
by c=&23 :+4$+0($
2) as $  0.
3. LOCAL BIFURCATIONS IN BOUNDED QUADRATIC SYSTEMS
Dumortier and Fiddelaers studied the singularities of quadratic vector
fields in [DF]. The singularities of finite codimension are completely classified,
while those of infinite codimension are shown to be non-isolated, isolated but
Hamiltonian, integrable, having an axis of symmetry after a linear coordinate
change, or approachable by centers. They also gave quadratic models for
all the known versal k-parameter unfoldings with k=1, 2, 3, except for the
nilpotent focus which cannot occur as a quadratic system. Using these
results, in this section we study all of the bifurcations unfolding a singularity
of finite codimension in the class of bounded quadratic systems. It is shown
that the only cases that can occur are the saddle-node and HopfTakens
bifurcations of codimensions 1 and 2 and the BogdanovTakens bifurcations
of codimensions 2 and 3 and that whenever one encounters a singularity
candidate for generating such a bifurcation, then a full generic unfolding of
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the singularity (or equivalently a universal unfolding of the vector field in
a neighborhood of the singularity) exists in the class of bounded quadratic
systems. All of the results in this section on the local bifurcations of BQS
originated with the authors and are a part of Herssens’ doctoral dissertation,
[He]. Also, see the addendum in [P3].
3.1. Saddle-Node Bifurcations
In this section we will study in the class of BQS all bifurcations unfolding
a semi-hyperbolic singularity. The only possibilities which can occur are the
saddle-node bifurcations of codimensions 1 and 2. Also whenever one
encounters a singularity candidate for generating such a bifurcation, a full
generic unfolding exists in the class of BQS.
The only BQS having a semi-hyperbolic singularity are those with one or
two singularities, BQS1 and BQS2. For a BQS2 having one semi-hyperbolic
singularity, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.1. For :{; and ;(c&:){1, system (2.4) has a saddle-node
singularity of codimension 1 at the origin.
Proof. For the vector field X(x, y) defined by (2.4), we have
DX(0, 0)=\ &1:&c
;
;(c&:)+ .
The eigenvalues are 0 and ;(c&:)&1{0. Hence the origin is semi-hyper-
bolic. To determine its codimension, we consider a center manifold reduction
at the origin. First we reduce the matrix DX(0, 0) to its Jordan normal form
by letting
x=u+;v and
(3.1)
y=(c&:) u+v.
This yields the vector field
u* =(;(c&:)&1) u+
&2c+2;c2&;+2:&2:;c+:;2&;2c
;(c&:)&1
uv
+
(:&c)(:;c&:+;&;c2+c)
;(c&:)&1
u2+
1+;2&;c
;(:&c)+1
v2
v* =
2:c&;c&1&2:2+:;
;(:&c)+1
uv+
(:&c)(:2&:c+1)
;(:&c)+1
u2
+
:&;
;(:&c)+1
v2.
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Writing the center manifold as a graph (w(v), v) and using the invariance
of the flow we find
w(v)=
;2&;c+1
(;(c&:)&1)2
v2+0(v3),
which results in the behavior
v* =
;&:
;(c&:)&1
v2+0(v3).
Hence the origin is a saddle-node of codimension 1.
Consider now the one-parameter family
XA : {x* =&x+;y+ y
2
y* =A+:x&:;y&xy+c(&x+;y+ y2).
(3.2)
We have
Theorem 3.2. For A=0, :{; and ;(c&:){1, system (3.2) undergoes
a saddle-node bifurcation of codimension 1 at the origin.
Proof. We prove this theorem using the center manifold reduction. First
we simplify system (3.2) using the transformation (3.1). Writing the center
manifold as a graph (w(v, A), v, A) and using the invariance of the flow we find
w(v, A)= &
;
(1+;(:&c))2
A+
1&;c+;2
(1+;(:&c))2
v2+a11(:, ;, c) Av
+a02(:, ;, c) A2+0(|(A, v)|3).
For the behavior on the center manifold we find
v* =.0(A, :, ;, c)+.1(A, :, ;, c) v
+\ :&;1+;(:&c)+0(A)+ v2+0(v3), (3.3)
with
.0(A, :, ;, c)=
1
1+;(:&c)
A+0(A2)
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and
.1(A, :, ;, c)=b11(:, ;, c)+O(A).
Since (.0 A)(0, :, ;, c){0 and the coefficient in front of v2 is different
from zero, (3.3) represents a generic codimension 1 saddle-node bifurcation.
To recover the usual form v2+0(A) we rely on the Malgrange preparation
theorem and have to add an extra translation to get rid of the coefficient
in front of v. This does not change .0 in an essential way (i.e., 0(A)=
.0(A)+0(A2)).
Since system (3.2) represents a BQS if |c|<2, we have in the class of bounded
quadratic systems a saddle-node bifurcation of codimension 1 unfolding an
arbitrary saddle-node singularity of codimension 1 as encountered in
Lemma 3.1.
Consider now the BQS1 with one singularity which is semi-hyperbolic.
Lemma 3.3. For a11<0, a11a22&a12a21=a12&a21+ca11=0, and
a12 a21+a211 {0, system (2.3) has a node of codimension 2 at the origin.
Proof. For the vector field Y(x, y) defined by (2.3), we have
DY(0, 0)=\
a11
a21
a12
a12a21
a11 + .
The eigenvalues are 0 and (a12 a21+a211)a11 {0. Hence the origin is semi-
hyperbolic. To determine its codimension we consider a center manifold
reduction at the origin. First we reduce the matrix DY(0, 0) to its Jordan
normal form by letting
x=&
a12
a11
u+v and
(3.4)
y=u+
a21
a11
v.
This yields the vector field
u* =&uv&
a21
a11
v2
v* =
a12 a21+a211
a11
v+u2+
2a21&a12
a11
uv+
a21(a21&a11)
a211
v2.
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Writing the center manifold as a graph (u, w(u)) and using the invariance
of the flow we find
w(u)=&
a11
a12 a21+a211
u2+0(u3),
which results in the behavior
u* =
a11
a12a21+a211
u3+0(u4).
Hence the origin is a node of codimension 2.
In order to find a full generic unfolding of the critical point at the origin
of the system (2.3) described in Lemma 3.3, we consider the two-parameter
family
Y(A, B) : {
x* =a11x+a12 y+ y2
y* =A+a21x+\B+a12a21a11 + y&xy+
a21&a12
a11
y2.
(3.5)
We have
Theorem 3.4. For a11 {0, a12a21+a211 {0, A=0, and B=0, system
(3.5) undergoes a saddle-node bifurcation of codimension 2 at the origin.
Proof. We prove this theorem using the center manifold reduction.
First we simplify system (3.5) using the transformation (3.4). Writing the
center manifold as a graph (u, w(u, A, B), A, B) and using the invariance of
the flow we find for the center manifold behavior
u* =.0(A, B)+.1(A, B) u+0(|A, B|2) u2
+\ a11a12a21+a211 +0(|(A, B)| )+ u3+0(u4),
with
.0(A, B)=
a211
(a12a21+a211)
2 A+0(|(A, B)|
2)
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and
.1(A, B)=
a211a12
(a12a21+a211)
2 A+
a211
(a12a21+a211)
B+0(|(A, B)|2).
Since |((.0 , .1)(A, B))(0, 0)|{0 and the coefficient in front of u3 is
different from zero, (3.5) represents a generic codimension 2 saddle-node
bifurcation.
Since system (3.5) represents a BQS for a11<0 and |(a21&a12)a11|<2,
we have in the class of BQS a saddle-node bifurcation of codimension 2,
unfolding an arbitrary node singularity of codimension 2 as encountered in
Lemma 3.3.
Remark 3.5. It is easy to see that the system (3.5) with a11<0 is
affinely equivalent to the system (obtained from (2.4) with :=;)
x* =&x+;y+ y2
y* =A+;x&(;2+B) y&xy+c(&x+;y+ y2),
which for ;(c&;){1, A=0, and B=0 undergoes a saddle-node bifurca-
tion of codimension 2 at the origin according to Theorem 3.4.
3.2. BogdanovTakens Bifurcations
In this section we will study in the class of bounded quadratic systems
all bifurcations unfolding a non-elementary singularity. The only cases which
can occur are the BogdanovTakens bifurcations of codimensions 2 and 3.
Also, whenever one encounters a singularity candidate for generating such
a bifurcation, a full generic unfolding of the singularity exists among BQS.
The only BQS that have a non-elementary singularity are the BQS2 with
two singularities. Before starting with the BogdanovTakens bifurcation,
let us recall a lemma which is proved in [DF].
Lemma 3.6. The quadratic system
x* =y+ax2+bxy+dy2
y* =x2+exy+ fy2
has at the origin
(i) a cusp singularity of codimension 2 if e+2a{0, or
(ii) a cusp singularity of codimension 3 if e+2a=0, b+2 f{0, and
d{a( f &b&2a2).
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Using this result, we can now prove the following lemma for bounded
quadratic systems.
Lemma 3.7. For :{; and ;(c&:)=1, system (2.4) has at the origin
(i) a cusp singularity of codimension 2 if ;{2c, or
(ii) a cusp singularity of codimension 3 if ;=2c.
Proof. If ;=1(c&:) then for the vector field (2.4), we have
DX(0, 0)=\ &1:&c
1
c&:
1 + .
Since Det(DX(0, 0))=0 and Trace(DX(0, 0))=0, the origin is a nilpotent
singularity. To determine its codimension we simplify system (2.4) using the
transformation
x=
1
:c&:2&1
u&
1
:c&:2&1
v
and
y=
c&:
:c&:2&1
u.
This yields the vector field
u* =v+
c2&:c&1
:c&:2&1
u2+
1
:c&:2&1
uv
v* =u2+
1
:c&:2&1
uv.
Since e+2a=(1&2c2+2:c)(:2&:c+1), we have a cusp singularity of
codimension 2 if 1&2c2+2:c{0 or equivalently if ;{2c. Suppose that
;=2c, then e+2a=0 and b+2f =&4c2(2c2+1){0 and d&a( f &b&2a2)
=8c2(2c2+1)3{0. Hence we have a cusp singularity of codimension 3.
Using this lemma we have
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Theorem 3.8. The two-parameter family
X(A, B) : {
x* = y+
c2&:c&1
:c&:2&1
x2+
1
:c&:2&1
xy
y* =A+By+x2+
1
:c&:2&1
xy,
(3.6)
with 1&2c2+2:c{0, undergoes for A=0 and B=0 a BogdanovTakens
bifurcation of codimension 2 at the origin.
Proof. In [F] it is shown that the two-parameter family
C(*1 , *2) : { x* = y+ax
2+bxy+cy2
y* =*1+*2 y+x2+exy+ fy2,
with e+2a{0, is a BogdanovTakens bifurcation of codimension 2.
Theorem 3.9. The three-parameter family
X(A, B, C) : {
x* = y+
2c2
2c2+1
x2&
4c2
2c2+1
xy
y* =A+By+x2+\C& 4c
2
2c2+1+ xy,
(3.7)
with c{0, undergoes for A=B=C=0 a BogdanovTakens bifurcation of
codimension 3 at the origin.
Proof. In [F] it is shown that the three-parameter family
C(*1 , *2 , *3) : {x* = y+ax
2+bxy+cy2
y* =*1+*2 y+x2+(*3&2a) xy+ fy2,
with b+2 f{0 and c{a( f &b&2a2), is a BogdanovTakens bifurcation
of codimension 3.
Consider the following lemma.
Lemma 3.10. For |c|<2 and Bt0, system (3.6) is bounded.
Proof. First we take a chart in the y-direction, i.e., we consider the
transformation
x=
u
s
y=
1
s
.
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This yields the vector field (after multiplication by s)
X (A, B) : {
s* =&As3&Bs2&u2s&
1
:c&:2&1
us
u* =s+
1
:c&:2&1
u+
c2&:c&2
:c&:2&1
u2&Aus2&Bus&u3.
The singularities on the line [s=0] must satisfy the equation
u \u2&c
2&:c&2
:c&:2&1
u&
1
:c&:2&1+=0.
Since |c|<2 we have only one singularity, namely (0,0) which is semi-
hyperbolic:
(DX (A, B))(0, 0)=\
0
1
0
1
:c&:2&1+ .
Writing the center manifold as a graph (s, w(s)) we find
w(s)=(1+:2&:c) s+0(s2),
which results in the behavior
s* =(1&B) s2+0(s3).
Since Bt0 we have that the origin is a saddle-node. If we take at infinity
a chart in the x-direction, then we find that the origin is not a singularity
of the transformed vector field. Hence system (3.6) is a BQS for |c|<2
and Bt0.
Hence in the class of bounded quadratic systems, there exists a Bogdanov
Takens bifurcation of codimension 2, unfolding an arbitrary cusp singularity
of codimension 2.
For system (3.7) we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.11. For |c|<2, c{0, Bt0, and Ct0, system (3.7) is bounded.
Proof. First we take at infinity a chart in the y-direction, i.e., we consider
the transformation
x=
u
s
y=
1
s
.
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This yields the vector field (after multiplication by s)
X (A, B, C) : {
s* =&u2s&\C& 4c
2
2c2+1+ us&Bs2&As3
u* =s&
4c2
2c2+1
u&\C& 6c
2
2c2+1+ u2&Bus&u3&Aus2
The singularities on the line [s=0] must satisfy the equation
u \u2+\C& 6c
2
2c2+1+ u+
4c2
2c2+1+=0.
Since Ct0 and |c|<2 we have only one singularity, namely (0, 0), which
is semi-hyperbolic:
(DX (A, B, C))(0, 0)=\
0
1
0
&
4c2
2c2+1+ .
To explain the behavior in the s-direction we perform a center manifold
reduction at the origin. Writing the center manifold as a graph (s, w(s))
and using the invariance of the flow we find
w(s)=
2c2+1
4c2
s+0(s2),
which results in the behavior
s* =&\\2c
2+1
4c2 +\C&
4c2
2c2+1++B+ s2+0(s3).
Since Bt0 and Ct0, we have that the origin is a saddle node. If we take
at infinity a chart in the x-direction, then we find that the origin is not a
singularity of the transformed vector field. Hence system (3.7) is a BQS for
|c|<2, c{0, Bt0, and Ct0.
Hence in the class of bounded quadratic system there exists a Bogdanov
Takens bifurcation of codimension 3 unfolding an arbitrary cusp singularity of
codimension 3.
3.3. HopfTakens Bifurcations
In this section we will study in the class of bounded quadratic systems
all bifurcations unfolding a Hopf point (or weak focus). The only cases
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which can occur are the Hopf-Takens bifurcations of codimensions 1 and 2.
And whenever one encounters a singularity candidate for generating such a
bifurcation, a full generic unfolding of the singularity exists among BQS.
In [CGL], it is shown that any bounded quadratic system which has a
Hopf point (i.e., a weak focus) is affinely equivalent to the system
x* =& y+lx2+mxy
(3.8)
y* =x(1+x+by)
satisfying one of the conditions
(i) (b&l)2+4m<0 and mb<0.
(ii) 0<l<2 and b=m+1=0.
To determine the codimension of the Hopf point we consider the follow-
ing lemma (see [Li]).
Lemma 3.12. Consider the system
x* =y+ax2+bxy
y* =&x+lx2+mxy+ny2,
and let
W1 =a(b&2l )&m(l+n),
W2=a(2a+m)(3a&m)(a2(b&2l&n)+(l+n)2 (n&b)),
W3=a2l(2a+m)(2l+n)(a2(b&2l&n)+(l+n)2 (n&b)),
then the origin is
(i) a Hopf point of codimension 1 if W1 {0,
(ii) a Hopf point of codimension 2 if W1=0 and W2 {0,
(iii) a Hopf point of codimension 3 if W1=W2=0 and W3 {0,
(iv) a center if W1=W2=W3=0.
Using this lemma we have (see also [CGL])
Lemma 3.13. For system (3.8) we have that the origin is
(i) a Hopf point of codimension 1 if the system has one or two
singularities,
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(ii) a Hopf point of codimension 1 or 2 if the system has three singularities.
Proof. First we consider (3.8.ii), i.e., we consider the system
x* = & y+lx2&xy
y* =x(1+x).
This system has only the origin as a singularity. Since W1=&3l{0, the
origin is a Hopf point of codimension 1.
Next we consider system (3.8.i). We have that W1=lm&2l&b and
W2=l(2l+b)(b&3l)(l2(2&m)+m). From (b&l)2&4m<0 and mb<0
we have m<0, b>0 and m&lb<0. If l0 then W1<0. If l>0 and
W1=lm&2l&b=0 then W2=l3m(m&5)(m&lb)>0. In this case we
have that system (3.8) is a BQS3.
Before starting the unfolding of the singularity, let us recall two lemmas
describing when a system undergoes a HopfTakens bifurcation of codimen-
sion 1 and 2 (see [K]).
Consider a two-dimensional system
x* =f(x, :), x # R2, : # R (3.9)
with f smooth, which has a singularity at x=0 for all sufficiently small |:|,
with eigenvalues
*1, 2(:)=+(:)\i|(:),
where +(0)=0, |(0)=|0>0.
Let z=x+iy, then system (3.9) can be written as
z* =*1(:)+ :
k+l2
1
k ! l !
gkl(:) zkz l.
For this system we define
l1(:)=
Re c(:)
|(:)
&+(:)
Im c(:)
|2(:)
,
with
c(:)=
g21
2
+
g20 g11(2*1+*2)
2 |*1|2
+
| g11|2
*1
+
| g01| 2
2(2*1&*2)
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and
l2(0)=
1
|0
Re g32
+
1
|20
Im \g20 g 31& g11(4g31+3g 22)&13 g02(g40+ g 13)& g30 g12 +
+
1
|30 \Re \g20 \g 11(3g12& g 30)+ g02 \g 12&
1
3
g30++13 g 02 g03+
+ g11 \g 02 \53 g 30+3g12++
1
3
g02 g 03&4g11 g30++
+3 Im(g20 g11) Im g21+
+
1
|40
(Im(g11 g 02(g 220&3g 20 g11&4g
2
11))
+Im(g20 g11)(3Re(g20 g11)&2 | g02 |2)),
where all the gkl are evaluated at :=0. l1(0) is called the first Lyapunov
coefficient and l2(0) is the second Lyapunov coefficient. In the calculation
of l2(0) we have put l1(0)=0. We now have
Lemma 3.14 (HopfTakens Bifurcation of Codimension 1). Suppose that
for system (3.9) the following two nondegeneracy conditions are satisfied:
(i) +$(0){0.
(ii) l1(0){0.
Then there are invertible coordinate and parameter changes and a time
reparametrization transforming (3.9) into
y1

y2
& y2

y1
+(\( y21+ y
2
2)+;) \y1 y1 + y2

y2 ++0(| y1 , y2 | 4).
Lemma 3.15 (HopfTakens Bifurcation of Codimension 2). Suppose that
for system (3.9), l1(0)=0, and the following two nondegeneracy conditions
are satisfied:
(i) l2(0){0,
(ii) the map :  (+(:), l1(:))T is regular at :=0.
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Then, by the introduction of a complex variable, applying smooth invertible
coordinate transformations that depend smoothly on the parameters, and
performing smooth parameter and time changes, the system can be reduced
to the complex form
z* =(;1+i) z+;2 z |z|2+sz |z|4+0(|z|6),
where s=sign l2(0)=\1.
Using Lemma 3.14, we have
Theorem 3.16. The one-parameter family
XA : { x* =Ax& y+lx
2+mxy
y* =x+x2+bxy,
(3.10)
with lm&2l&b{0, undergoes for A=0, a HopfTakens bifurcation of
codimension 1 at the origin.
Proof. Since *1(A)=(A+i - 4&A2)2 and W1=lm&2l&b{0, the
nondegeneracy conditions of Lemma 3.14 are satisfied.
For the system (3.10) we have
Lemma 3.17. System (3.10) is bounded for
(i) (b&l)2+4m<0, mb<0 and At0, or
(ii) 0<l<2, b=m+1=0, and At0.
Proof. First we take a chart at infinity in the y-direction using the
transformation
x=
u
s
y=
1
s
.
This yields the vector field (after multiplication by s)
X A : {s* =&us(b+u+s)u* =&s+Aus+mu+(l&b) u2&u3&u2s.
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Since (l&b)2+4m<0 we have that the origin is the only singularity on
the line [s=0] and it is semi-hyperbolic since
(DX A)(0, 0)=\ 0&1
0
m+ .
Suppose that mb<0; then by writing the center manifold as a graph
(s, w(s)) we find
w(s)=
1
m
s+0(s2),
which results in the behavior
s* =&
b
m
s2+0(s3).
Suppose that b=m+1=0; then by writing the center manifold as a graph
(s, w(s)) we find
w(s)=&s+(l&A) s2+0(s3),
which results in the behavior
s* =(l&A) s4+0(s5).
If we take a chart in the x-direction, then we find that the origin is not a
singularity of the transformed vector field. Hence, the system is bounded
for At0.
Hence in the class of bounded quadratic systems there exists an Andronov
Hopf bifurcation of codimension 1 unfolding an arbitrary Hopf point of
codimension 1 of system (3.8).
Remark 3.18. Consider the family
YA : {x* =Ax& y+lx
2+mxy
y* =x+Ay+x2+bxy,
(3.11)
with lm&2l&b{0 and At0. Then this family undergoes for A=0 a
HopfTakens bifurcation of codimension 1 at the origin. For this system
we have
Lemma 3.19. System (3.11) is
(i) bounded if (b&l)2+4m<0, mb<0, and At0;
(ii) unbounded if 0<l<2, b=m+1=0, At0, and A>0.
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Proof. First we take a chart at infinity in the y-direction using the
transformation
x=
u
s
y=
1
s
.
This yields the vector field (after multiplication by s)
Y A : {s* =&(us+As+bu+u
2) s
u* =&s+mu+(l&b) u2&u3&u2s.
Since (l&b)2+4m<0 we have that the origin is the only singularity on
the line [s=0] and it is semi-hyperbolic since
(DY A)(0, 0)=\01
0
m+ .
Writing the center manifold as a graph (s, w(s)), we find
w(s)=
1
m
s+0(s2)
which results in the behavior
s* =&\A+ bm+ s2+0(s3).
If we take a chart in the x-direction, then we find that the origin is not a
singularity of the transformed vector field. Hence, if b{0 then the system
is bounded for At0; if b=0 then the system is bounded for A<0 and
unbounded for A>0.
Using Lemma 3.15, we have
Theorem 3.20. The two-parameter family
X(A, B) : {x* =Ax& y+lx
2+mxy
y* =x+Ay+x2+(b+B) xy,
(3.12)
with b=lm&2l and l3m(m&5)(m&lb){0, undergoes for A=0 and
B=0 a HopfTakens bifurcation of codimension 2 at the origin.
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Proof. Introducing complex coordinates, we can rewrite system (3.12)
as
z* =(A+i) z+ 12 (g20(B, l, m) z
2+ g11(B, l, m) zz + g02(B, l, m) z 2),
with
g20(B, l, m)= 12 (B+lm+i(1&m)),
g11(B, l, m)=l+i,
g02(B, l, m)= 12 (2l&lm&B+i(1+m)).
We have that +(A, B)=A, l1(A, B)=((28+11m+m2+36l2+3ml2+
m2l2)18) A& 14B+0(|(A, B)|
2) and l2(0){0, since W2=l3m(m&5)
(m&lb){0. Since |((+, l1)(A, B))(0, 0)|{0, the nondegeneracy condi-
tions of Lemma 3.15 are satisfied. Hence, system (3.12) undergoes for A=0
and B=0 a HopfTakens bifurcation of codimension 2 at the origin.
For system (3.12) we have the following lemma.
Lemma 3.21. For (b&l)2+4m<0, mb<0, At0, and Bt0 the system
(3.12) is bounded.
Proof. First we take a chart in the y-direction, yielding the vector field
(after multiplication by s)
X (A, B) : {s* =&(us+As+(b+B) u+u
2) s
u* =&s+mu+(l&b&B) u2&u3&u2s.
The singularities on the line [s=0] must satisfy the equation
u(u2+(b&l+B) u&m)=0.
Since (b&l)2+4m<0 and Bt0 we have only one singularity, namely
(0, 0), which is semi-hyperbolic:
(DX (A, B))(0, 0)=\ 0&1
0
m+ .
Writing the center manifold as a graph (s, w(s)) we find
w(s)=
1
m
s+0(s2),
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which results in the behavior
s* =&\A+b+Bm + s2+0(s3).
Since At0 and Bt0, the origin is a saddle-node. If we take a chart in the
x-direction, then we find that the origin is not a singularity of the trans-
formed vector field. Hence system (3.12) is bounded for (b&l)2+4m<0,
mb<0, At0, and Bt0.
Hence in the class of bounded quadratic systems there exists a Hopf
Takens bifurcation of codimension 2 unfolding an arbitrary Hopf point of
codimension 2.
4. LIMIT PERIODIC SETS FOR BOUNDED
QUADRATIC SYSTEMS
A method for obtaining a finite upper bound for the number of limit
cycles of quadratic system, H(2), was given in [DRR1]. The method is
based on a compactness argument developed by Roussarie in [R2] and
establishing the finite cyclicity of certain limit periodic sets of quadratic
systems. It shows that H(2)2M where M is the maximum number of
limits cycles surrounding the origin of the quadratic system
x* =*x&+y+=1x2+=2xy+=3 y2
(4.1)
y* =+x+*y+$1 x2+$2xy+$3 y2
with (*, +) # S1 and (=1 , =2 , =3 , $1 , $2 , $3) # S 5, and that the existence of a
finite upper bound for the number M can be obtained by establishing the
finite cyclicity of the 121 limit periodic sets listed in [DRR1]. Even with
many recent results (see, for example, [DER, DRR2, EM, Sm, and Z]),
there are still more than 50 limit periodic sets whose finite cyclicity must
be established in order to obtain a uniform upper bound, M, on the number
of limit cycles around the origin of the quadratic systems (4.1). However, in
order to obtain the existence of a finite upper bound on the number of limit
cycles of a BQS, H(2b), it only remains to establish the finite cyclicity of
the 21 limit periodic sets described below and represented in Fig. 5.
We begin this section with some basic definitions.
Definition 4.1. A compact subset #0 of S2 is a limit periodic set of a
vector field X0 if there exists a sequence #kof periodic solutions of vector
fields Xk such that #k  #0 and Xk  X0 as k  , the topology being
determined by the Hausdorff metric, \, on compact sets. A limit periodic
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set #0 of a vector field X*0 in a p-parameter family of vector fields X* has
finite cyclicity in X* if there exist N # N, =>0, and $>0 such that any
vector field X* with |*&*0 |<$ has at most N limit cycles #i with \(#0 , #1)
<=. The minimum of such N when = and $ go to zero is called the cyclicity
of #0 in X* . A limit periodic set is non-degenerate if it contains only a finite
number of singular points; if it moreover contains only a finite number of
regular orbits connecting the singular points, it is called a graphic. A
graphic is elementary if all singular points on it are elementary, i.e., have
at most one zero eigenvalue. A degenerate limit periodic set, i.e., one
containing segments of curves of critical points, is called a degenerate
graphic.
The next result, established in [DRR1] (see also [P6]), describes the
nature of limit period sets of quadratic (or polynomial) vector fields.
Proposition 4.2. A limit periodic set of a quadratic vector field is a
critical point, a periodic solution, a graphic, or a degenerate graphic of the
vector field.
Remark 4.3. A limit periodic set of a quadratic vector field surrounds
a unique critical point which is not part of the limit periodic set unless it
is the critical point itself. The interior of a limit periodic set of the quadratic
vector field (4.1), other than the origin itself, is a convex set which contains
the origin. Any degenerate graphic of the quadratic vector field (4.1) has
either a line of singular points or the circle at infinity filled with critical
points or both. These are the only possibilities; cf. [DRR1].
We next describe the limit periodic sets that can be approached by limit
cycles occurring in BQS, emphasizing those whose finite cyclicity still remains
to be established in order to obtain the existence of an upper bound on the
Hilbert number H(2b) for BQS.
The relevant limit periodic sets are the ones from the list of 121 limit
periodic sets in [DRR1] that occur in BQS, the closure of the class of
BQS, and hence have the possibility of bifurcating limit cycles occurring in
the class of BQS.
At infinity, in a Poincare compactification of a system in BQS, we can
only have the following situations:
(i) There is exactly one pair of singularities that are either simple or
triple, restricted to the circle at infinity, and the radial eigenvalue at such
a singularity is necessarily zero.
(ii) There is one pair of simple singularities and one pair of double
singularities, with regard to the behavior along the circle at infinity; at the
first pair the radial eigenvalue vanishes. (Let us remark that no condition
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has to be imposed on the radial eigenvalues at the second pair of singularities,
since such a ‘‘double’’ singularity can disappear by perturbation.)
Taking into account the necessary requirements at infinity together with
a knowledge of the possible phase portraits of BQS as described in the
previous sections, it is not difficult to see that we only have to consider the
following list of limit periodic sets, given in the same order as in [DRR1]:
(i) The bounded limit periodic sets F 11 , F
1
2 , F
1
3 whose cyclicity is
known; we can refer to [DRR2] and [R1] for general references on these
kinds of graphics.
(ii) The elementary graphics H 18 and H
1
9 . The first one has been
treated in [DER]; H 19 still has to be investigated.
(iii) The nilpotent limit periodic sets I 11 , I
1
2 , I
1
3 and I
1
4 , which still
need to be investigated.
(iv) The elementary limit periodic set H 32 , which has been treated in
[DER], and the non-elementary limit periodic set H 314 , which is an open
case.
FIG. 5. Limit periodic sets in BQS whose cyclicity needs to be investigated.
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(v) The elementary graphics I 221 , I
2
22 , I
2
33 , I
2
34 , I
2
35 , I
2
36 , I
2
37 , and I
2
38
that have been treated in [DRR2].
(vi) The unresolved nilpotent graphics I 121 and I
1
14 .
(vii) The 13 degenerate graphics shown in Fig. 5, which have not yet
been solved.
To summarize, this gives us a list of 21 limit periodic sets whose cyclicity
remains to be investigated. These 21 graphics are represented in Fig. 5 and
consist of the nilpotent graphics I 11 , I
1
2 , I
1
3 , I
1
4 , I
1
12 , I
1
14 , and H
3
14 , of which
the last two surround centers, the elementary graphic H 19 , which also
surrounds a center, and the 13 degenerate graphics DH3 , DI1a , DI1b , DH4 ,
DI2a , DI2b , DH5 , DH1 , DF1a , DF1b , DH2 , DF2a , and DF2b , where the
subscript a refers to a graphic within the family, the subscript b refers to
a graphic in the inner boundary of the family, and DH refers to a degenerate
graphic in the outer boundary of the family.
In all of these cases there is no need to investigate the finite cyclicity with
respect to all possible quadratic perturbations, but only perturbations
inside the class of BQS need be considered.
5. CONCLUSIONS
The class of bounded quadratic systems, BQS, provides us with an inter-
esting class of nonlinear systems to study from the point of view of both
the dynamics and the bifurcations that occur in this class. A great deal is
already known about BQS and is summarized in this paper; however,
in order to bring the study of BQS to a satisfying conclusion, several
challenging problems still remain to be solved:
1. Show that, besides the local bifurcations at critical points studied
in this paper, the homoclinic-loop bifurcations (of codimensions 1 and 2),
the multiplicity-two limit cycle bifurcation (of codimension 1) and the saddle-
saddle bifurcation (of codimension 1) are the only other finite-codimension
bifurcations that occur in the class of BQS and that whenever one of these
generating situations occurs a full generic unfolding of the vector field
exists in the class of BQS.
2. Show that the 21 limit periodic sets described in Section 4 and
represented by Fig. 5 of this paper have finite cyclicity, thereby proving the
existence of a finite upper bound for the Hilbert number H(2b).
3. Prove Conjecture 2.21 that H(2b)=2.
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4. After proving that H(2b)=2, which implies that all possible phase
portraits for BQS are given in Figs. 14 of this paper, it remains to deter-
mine the global bifurcation diagram for the class of BQS. This should be
done in a way that allows us to develop a computer program based on
algebraic and numerical procedures that (either interactively or completely
algorithmically) permits us to decide to which stratum in parameter space
a particular BQS belongs and what bifurcations occur as we vary the param-
eters in the BQS. One approach to this problem would be to complete the
solution to Coppel’s problem for BQS3.
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